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	Orthodox reporting and conventional scholarship focuses on the factors that distinguish each presidential contest and then attempts to explain them. This book rather, demonstrates that the politics of presidential nomination has been remarkably stable in the United States since the 1830s and right through to 2020. A common bandwagon dynamic, rolling once through party organizations and now through presidential primaries, permits a simple measure that has predicted nominations well before the decisive threshold was reached, while allowing precise comparisons across the years. So it becomes possible to separate the handful of things that matter for winnowing a large and diverse society into two individual presidential nominees. This funnel of causality moves through the occupational and careers seedbeds of a field of presidential aspirants, squeezing these fields by way of a small set of structural shapers, until party factions and factional struggles?not rules of the game, not candidate characteristics, not nominating strategies, nor all the other ephemera so beloved of commentators and observers?actually choose a given nominee.
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Routing TCP/IP Volume I (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 1998
CCIE Professional Development: Routing  TCP/IP, Volume 1 takes you from a basic understanding of routers and  routing protocols through a detailed examination of each of the IP interior  routing protocols: RIP, RIP2, IGRP, EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS. In addition to  specific protocols, important...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2012

	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Pocket Consultant is designed to be a concise and compulsively usable resource for Microsoft SQL Server 2012 administrators. It covers everything you need to know to perform the core administrative tasks for SQL Server and is the readable resource guide that you’ll want on your desk at all times. Because the focus...
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Large-Scale Software Architecture: A Practical Guide using UMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is intended to be a practical guide. Our goal is to be brief. We cover only the essential information to guide software architects in defining the software architecture, providing pointers to further reading in lieu of detailed descriptions of this literature. Ideally, we can help software...
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MegaFox: 1002 Things You Wanted to Know About Extending Visual FoxProHentzenwerke Publishing, 2003
With its native data engine, rich object-oriented language, and capabilities to produce COM servers and consumer Web services, Visual FoxPro is the single most flexible programming tool available to software developers. But in today's programming environment, nothing stands alone. This guide will show developers how to extend the scope and...
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Beginning 3D Game ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2004
There are many programming hobbyists who write 2D games but there are far fewer that grasp the concepts of 3D programming. Although there are also quite a few "game development" books on the market, few deal with 3D game development. Those that do are mainly aimed at advanced readers. This book will provide a practical, example driven...
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Getting StartED with Windows 7Friends of Ed, 2009
Welcome to the new world of Windows 7. Whether this is your first time with Windows, you're switching from another operating system, or you're upgrading from Windows XP or Vista, you’ll find a wealth of new ideas and innovations in Windows 7. The mission with this release was to make everyday tasks faster and easier, and in Getting...
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